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Objective: to understand the obstacles to entrepreneurship in the public university management of nursing and the strategies to overcome them. Methods: it is a qualitative research with the theoretical-methodological contribution of Grounded Theory. Intensive interviews were conducted with 27 participants divided into three sample groups. Results: the obstacles to entrepreneurship in the university public nursing management are the bureaucratic management model, the lack of resources and infrastructure, the multiplicity of teaching activities, the lack of knowledge in entrepreneurship and university management and the difficulty in managing people. The strategies are the dissemination of entrepreneurship, the search for theoretical knowledge and the incentive to entrepreneurship in the academic community. Conclusion: the obstacles to entrepreneurship in the university public nursing management are organizational and personal and the strategies are education and dissemination of entrepreneurship.
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Introduction

Entrepreneurship is usually associated with the business sector and the entrepreneur is seen as the person who opens a company with the purpose of generating employment and income\(^1\). Still, in the 20\(^{\text{th}}\) century, the term appears in literature as an essential strategy for the economic development of Brazil, as well as promoting better living conditions for the society\(^2\).

However, in spite of the entrepreneurial influence in entrepreneurship, it is necessary, in the contemporaneity, to broaden the view on the concept\(^1\), even to cover other areas of knowledge also appropriating this theme\(^3\). In this context, Nursing as science, technology, and profession has advanced in the incorporation of entrepreneurship in its practice. Some examples are the new fields of professional activity, such as the autonomous practice of counseling and consulting, the training of offices, home care, pre-hospital services and the construction of patents. Despite the advances and entrepreneurial practices already achieved, new possibilities still can and should be developed\(^4\). When enterprising, the nurse dares, explores opportunities and visualizes new spaces, making them protagonists from their professional practice\(^5\).

For this, the education process occupies important space in the instrumentalization of new entrepreneurs\(^3-4\). Graduate subjects focused on teaching nursing management, for example, expanding the development of managerial skills and knowledge, including the training of entrepreneurs\(^6\).

Thus, education is essential for the training of thinkers and leaders with an entrepreneurial profile in nursing\(^4-7\). However, there is a need to reformulate pedagogical proposals and existing university management services to modify parts of the curriculum and provide support, protection, and conditions for entrepreneurship education. The renewal of public universities for the incorporation of management that encompasses education and entrepreneurial culture is not easy but must be carried out to be in accordance with the most contemporary pedagogical proposals\(^8\).

Understanding the relevance of the influence that the university management has on the training and instrumentalization of an entrepreneurial profile for nursing and the need to consolidate an entrepreneurial culture in the profession, especially in the public and university context, the following guiding questions were elaborated: Are the obstacles to entrepreneurship in the public university nursing management? What strategies can be developed to overcome these obstacles?

To answer the aforementioned questions, this study aimed to understand the obstacles to entrepreneurship in the public university nursing management and the strategies to overcome them.

Methods

This is a qualitative research with the theoretical-methodological contribution of Grounded Theory\(^9\). It was performed at the Nursing Department of a public university in the South of Brazil. For the theoretical sampling, four sample groups were composed, making a total of 27 participants (P1-P27).

The first sample group (P1-P9) was intentionally delimited and constituted by nine university managers filled out in the Nursing Department. Teaching nurses who held university management positions were included, for example, head of the department, coordinator of undergraduate course and coordinators of research, extension, internship, nursing laboratory. The criterion of inclusion was a minimum of three months of experience in the university management position, based on that this is a minimum period of time for the manager to appropriate his activities. There were no exclusion criteria adopted.

The other sample groups came from the data analysis of the first sample group. In an auxiliary way, the network or “snowball” sampling strategy\(^9\) was used.

The second sample group (P10-P15) was defi-
nished by six university nurses, former university managers, especially former heads of the Nursing Department. The third sample group (P16-P21) consisted of six teaching nurses from the Nursing Department. Six nursing students participated in the fourth sample group (P22-P27) - three undergraduate nursing students and three post-graduate students of the postgraduate nursing program of the aforementioned public university.

The hypotheses that guided the formation of the second, third and fourth sample group arose from the analysis of the first group. According to these participants, the former managers would be the most indicated to evaluate the university management as a whole and the teachers and students would be the people most influenced by the entrepreneurship in the university context. The theoretical sample size was determined by the theoretical saturation of the data.

The data collection was done through intensive interviews that focused on the obstacles encountered by the teaching nurses for entrepreneurship in university management, as well as the strategies to overcome them. They were done individually in the workplace or in an environment chosen by the participants, from January to July 2015, with an average duration of 30 minutes, recorded in a digital medium and transcribed in full. Participants’ statements were identified by codes composed of the letter “P” of the participant, followed by the ordinal number of each interview (for example P1, P2, ..., P27).

The data collection and analysis occurred simultaneously through the initial and focused coding. In the initial coding, the incidents obtained from the transcripts generated provisional, comparative and data-based codes. In the focused coding, the most significant and/or frequent codes were grouped by similarities and conceptual differences, forming categories with more abstract names that synthesized and explained a larger segment of data (incident/incident).

From the process of analysis, the phenomenon (Intra) enterprising was built collectively in the public university management of nursing. Two categories were focused due to the representativeness for the emergence of the phenomenon: Obstacles for entrepreneurship in the university public management of nursing and Strategies for expanding entrepreneurship in the public university nursing management.

The study complied with the formal requirements contained in the national and international regulatory standards for research involving human beings.

Results

The category Obstacles for entrepreneurship in the public university nursing management was constituted by five subcategories, and the category Strategies for expanding entrepreneurship in the public university management of nursing was constituted by three subcategories. In the sequence, each one is presented.

Obstacles to entrepreneurship in public university nursing management

This category shows the difficulties of the bureaucratic model of the university management, the lack of resources and infrastructure to increase and optimize the multiplicity of teaching activities and managers, especially in people management, since knowledge in entrepreneurship and university management is still in its beginning.

In the first subcategory, Difficulties of the bureaucratic model of university management, the bureaucracy of the public system was listed as the main difficulty for entrepreneurship in university nursing management, as the speeches show: I think the biggest disadvantage is the extreme bureaucracy, harming too much the work (P7). ... The university management continues in the same way, the same bureaucracy that does not allow us to go much further (P10). I think that bureaucracy is one of the most important barriers because
often within the department the ideas come, the projects are built, but the question of deadlines, passing time and passing in a meeting ends up causing some possibilities to be lost (P21).

The second subcategory, Lack of Resources and Infrastructure points out that lack of resources and infrastructure also hinders entrepreneurship in the university management due, for example, to a decrease in financial resources, a lack of support staff, difficulty with the availability of material and infrastructure, as presented in the statements: The issue of infrastructure and budget. We do not have a support structure in here (P2). Today we could have a scholarship holder, but they [department] do not realize that there is no one who can help (P6). Sometimes we have some difficulty with the material, sometimes delay (P9).

In the third subcategory, Multiplicity of teaching activities, the managers, and teachers participating in the study highlighted the various tasks they carry out in daily work. Managers, in particular, referred to a complication in reconciling teaching, research and extension activities when they assume managerial positions: A barrier that is always very important for us is the barrier of our own workload that is insufficient for the demand (P4). So for us to take care of being a manager, to continue producing, to continue writing, to continue the academic career, you suffer a lot, it’s a very big wear and tears, these are the big disadvantages (P7). I think we have many functions for how little time we have. This generates overload, people get sick and stress. This I think brings down the productivity of knowledge a little (P18).

The fourth subcategory, Knowledge Disability in Entrepreneurship and University Management, underscores the low level of dissemination of these themes in the academic world and the lack of formal qualification in both areas, as the speeches show: We would need to have courses or skills to improve, have a better management knowledge to be able to perform this position better. I think there are two barriers or difficulties, the training issue, which I think we would need more, we never really had (P5). I think the biggest barrier is not talking about entrepreneurship. It is a very incipient subject (P24). I believe that the lack of knowledge and experience are barriers (P17).

In the fifth category, Difficulties in managing people, there was another aspect that undermines the development of entrepreneurship in the public university management of nursing, which stems from the inherent difficulty of management practice, in tangent to the management of people. ... It’s always a very challenging thing for you to do people management (P11) ... You deal with people at different times in your life, there is one who wants to invest in the career, there is another who is already in a moment that is not investing. I think this is the hardest (P12) ... You live with highly qualified, perhaps not so politicized, but highly qualified people (P13).

Strategies for expanding entrepreneurship in public university nursing management

In the second category, the dissemination of the theme, the need for theoretical deepening and the incentive to entrepreneurship in nursing in the academic community are highlighted as strategies.

The first subcategory, Dissemination of the theme of entrepreneurship, points out that the communication of the theme through research groups, collective discussions, and conversational rounds expands the entrepreneurship in the university context, according to the statements: We would have to make groups, discussions... (P18). Communication, to have a group, to have someone to spread it, to talk ... I think I needed to have a wider dissemination, discussion thread, discussion about the theme (P24). I think entrepreneurship is being done in some way, from meetings between students and coordination. This is a strategy to increase entrepreneurship (P26).

The second subcategory, Search for theoretical knowledge on entrepreneurship and university management, states that the search for knowledge through training can contribute to the expansion of entrepreneurship in university nursing management, as the speeches show: Knowledge for me is linked to entrepreneurship, you cannot advance, make new proposals, ways of acting without knowledge (P5). ... Training is necessary, I do not think anyone can say that everyone is prepared, it is not! They must have a preparation for management, they must have a specific training for university management (P11). ... All the positions that I have exercised I have always studied on management, not only on university management but on management in general, I have always tried to keep myself updated (P12).
In the third category, Incentive to entrepreneurship in nursing in the academic community, the participants mentioned that having an entrepreneurial profile, behavior or attitude can be an inspiration for other managers, teachers and nursing students, increasing entrepreneurship in university management as a whole, as the statements show: *A very motivating thing is when you realize that you are involving people... you work with the skills of people, people automatically come to give you ideas, come to offer you help, come and tell you things* (P1). *It's not just about being enterprising, but about being enterprising about what you do. In this sense, I have a duty to encourage students to be future entrepreneurs* (P9). *I am a guy who has an entrepreneurial behavior... if a manager is not an entrepreneur, does not resolve to face problems and challenges all the time in a different way, he will pass without being remembered* (P13).

**Discussion**

The limitations are related to the difficulty of generalizing the results and their applicability in different contexts, although the study details information that respects the perspectives of the participants for the recognition of a phenomenon still little explored in the nursing area.

The bureaucratic model of university management was evidenced as a barrier to entrepreneurship by hindering the progress of teaching work, especially in the development of new ideas and academic projects. In Brazil, bureaucracy is an inherent characteristic of the public sector and, in this sense, it is up to managers to develop strategies to minimize these effects.

Also regarding the organizational context of the university, insufficient resources and infrastructure are difficulties for entrepreneurship, mainly due to lack of funding, physical structure, material and support staff. This lack is recurrent in the public system. However, it is not a reason not to be enterprising, which consists precisely in having the creativity to overcome the barriers. Thus, the lack of resources can be partially covered by the search for financing through research and extension projects, as well as by calls for proposals in development agencies and partnerships with private companies.

Regarding the multiplicity of teaching activities, the participants highlighted the issue of insufficient workload for the demand for managerial actions, hindering to maintain the quality of teaching, research, and extension. This generates overwork, wear, and impairment of teachers’ health conditions. This study warns that the exercise of management positions is an inherent part of the process of being a teacher and contributes to the insertion and professional development in the university context. However, university management in the Brazilian context is not always as valued as teaching, research and extension activities, and it is seen as an overload in the other activities most valued in the teaching work.

The health conditions of university teachers deserve attention when dealing with the discussion about the overload of the teaching service. A study on psychological demand and control over work has shown that university nurses professors somatize effects of the various activities they perform in teaching, research, and extension of undergraduate and postgraduate courses, generating greater psychological demand and repercussions on psychic health.

Another finding of this study revealed the lack of knowledge in entrepreneurship and university management. Participants ensured this deficiency to incipience, lack of dissemination and lack of capacity building in the themes. Thus, investments in this knowledge area need to be done in nursing. Education in entrepreneurship must be considered for nurses to be prepared to act in different spaces, to become more creative, innovative and sustainable.

Finally, it was evidenced the difficulty of managing people, which is a generalized barrier in any administrative function. However, entrepreneurs must assume activities of people management, human and social development.
Based on the difficulties presented, the strategies to overcome them emerged. The results evidenced that the theme still needs to be communicated and disseminated in nursing from groups, talk circles, and discussions in general. The incipience of the concept in its multiple typologies is shown in another study that sought to analyze social and corporate responsibility in the perspective of entrepreneurship\(^{(16)}\). To do so, it is necessary to create environments conducive to the dissemination and teaching of entrepreneurship, in which space for discussion and reflection on the theme are included.

Another strategy mentioned was the search for theoretical knowledge, related to the personal need for updating and training. Thus, the academic and professional development of the teaching staff is fundamental both for their individual success and for the success and visibility of the institution they are linked\(^{(17)}\).

The last strategy highlighted by the participants of this study was the incentive of entrepreneurship in nursing among the academic community, based on the example that the teacher with an entrepreneurial profile has and represents the other teachers, students, and university managers. The literature suggests that an entrepreneurial profile requires a series of knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Among them, the ability to relate and aggregate personnel infected by a culture or entrepreneurial spirit\(^{(18)}\) stands out, aiming at the achievement of common goals and objectives.

This study offers contributions to the area of university management in nursing in the possibility of presenting and understanding the obstacles to the entrepreneurship process, considering the multiplicity of teaching activities in the daily work. Also, it provides subsidies and strategies for the development of the culture of entrepreneurship among university managers, teachers, and nursing students, through dissemination in academic and cultural environments and the encouragement of different approaches related to the entrepreneurial essence.

**Conclusion**

The obstacles are organizational, related to the public context in which this study was applied, and personal, which arise from the participants’ own difficulties due to lack of culture to management and entrepreneurship in nursing. Strategies are related to entrepreneurial education supported by the need to search for knowledge and to disseminate the theme.
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